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Introduction
What career to pursue is a choice that all people have to make. Understanding the reasons
people choose careers can come from a multitude of different areas. Among these are behavioral
factors and influential people in an individual’s life. By better understanding exactly what factors
influence these decisions, marketing for programs could be done more efficiently. Specifically
sales programs could be helped by understanding this decision making process. By
understanding how to recruit people from other areas, sales programs could be diversified from
the typical students that enroll. Currently, recruiting this way is not a simple task, as not a lot of
information is known on the topic.
“The research indicates that in general college students tend to have a negative view of
sales as a career option.” (Inks&Avila,2018 p.131) This is one of the primary hurdles for
spurring interest in sales in students. When the generally accepted view of a group is negative,
recruiting members of that group is difficult. Based on the focus groups, the top of mind thoughts
of sales professionals is that they are annoying and work hard at their positions. This makes
students weary, because they want to make sure that whatever they are studying will be
worthwhile. According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics the median annual wage of sales
engineers in May 2018 was $101,420 and the projected growth between 2016 and 2026 is 7
percent. (2018). Even after hearing these statistics, students are still hesitant to overcome their
prejudice toward salespeople. Trying to narrow down the factors and analyze them is something
that could be influential for any university department trying to grow their Sales major numbers.
In the case of this study, the focus is on current engineering majors and the factors that influence
whether or not they choose to pursue a sales credential. The insights gained through this study
can be implemented within the University to increase participation in new programs. The
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conceptual foundation of this study is that certain factors, such as extroversion and self-efficacy,
make students more inclined to add credentials to their existing major. Another major focus of
the study is the method of passing information about programs to students not in those programs.
How students are educated about university programs can be very beneficial or detrimental to the
success of the message being discussed.

Theory & hypothesis development
Sales certificates are an underutilized asset available for students. If someone has a role
model that has worked in sales they would understand the realities about sales people as opposed
to the stereotypes that most people are familiar with. Most students between 18-24 have not had
many interactions with sales professionals. (Bahhouth,Karsaklian,Spillan 2014) Due to this lack
of exposure, salespeople often have stigmas associated with their profession and are not as
highly esteemed as other professionals by a younger audience. If, however, the students have
been introduced to salespeople as role models they would have a better understanding of these
professionals.
H1: Students with a close role model working in sales are more open to courses of action
such as adding a sales credential to their degree.

Engineers tend to be viewed as more introverted individuals. “The present findings as well as
those of previous investigators in this area suggest that engineers, as compared with other
individuals, invest or express relatively more positive affect in relation to objects and processes
and less in relation to people.” (Izard 334)
H2a: Introverted engineers are less likely to enroll in sales courses compared to
extroverted engineers
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Between different disciplines of the business world, characteristics of students who major in
those disciplines change as well. Students who are more quantitative lean toward majors such as
finance and accounting, while students that view themselves to have more soft skills and less
quantitative ability tend to lean toward sales. (Allen, Kumar, Tarasi 2014). While these
quantitative students are confident and successful in their fields, they may view themselves as
underqualified to perform “soft” tasks such as sales.
H2b: Students in non-sales business fields have a lower likelihood to pick up sales
credentials due to perceived inability.

Since sales is a very social profession an assumption would be that those who take a sales
credential will be more extroverted. This is due to the type of work involved with sales activities.
If someone is not social and open to meeting and interacting with new people, they will likely
not do well in a sales position.
H3: Students with sales certificates will score higher in extroversion than those in any
other fields.

High performance and self-efficacy are both very important to have in sales positions. Believing
in oneself is important in these positions and will cause people to want to do anything they can to
get an edge. This would include adding credentials to boost their performance in their field.
H4: Students with higher self-efficacy will be more likely to add a sales credential.
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Competitiveness drives sales professionals to be the best in their field. Research has shown an
aversion to competitive options by women as opposed to men. (Buser, Niederle, Oosterbeek
2014) Given this greater likelihood to be competitive, it would be assumed that men would be
more likely to participate in a field such as sales, and therefore be more likely to add a certificate.
H5: Male students will be more likely to add a sales credential than female students.
Expecting to be in blended positions would drive students to want proper training to ensure that
they will be properly prepared for their future position. For engineers, they are not given this
training to make sure that they will be prepared once they make it into the work force.
Engineering students who expect to work in a blended (engineering & sales) role after graduation
are more likely to be interested in a sales certificate.
H6: Students who expect to be in blended positions will be more likely to add a sales
credential.

Based on previous research, having a role model such as a family member in math or science has
a significant effect on one’s learning experiences and their self-efficacy. This goes on to show a
direct relationship with educational interests. (Ferry, Fouad, Smith 2000) By taking this into
consideration, students will likely be influenced by their parents and role models as far as their
choice of major and other credentials.
H7: Students with sales role models will be more likely to add a sales credential.
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Methods
Two sources of primary data were used for this study: qualitative focus groups and a quantitative
survey instrument.

Focus groups
Focus group questions were based on secondary research. This secondary data ranged
from sales journals to behavioral analysis charts. The opening questions were: “To this point,
what has your exposure to sales been like”, “What are your current views of sales
professionals?”, and “What thoughts come to mind when discussing sales professionals?” The
questions were asked based on the work by Bahhouth, Karsaklian, and Spillan (2014). These
questions were asked to get a baseline understanding of the general perception of sales people
and what subjects’ experiences have been to view salespeople in that way. In asking “Are there
any traits you believe you have that make you better suited for engineering than sales/vice
versa?” and “What traits do you think make people better suited for these positions?” we
attempted to confirm the work of Izard (1960) in regards to the introversion of engineers versus
sales professionals. Once finished with the initial secondary research, the focus groups were run
and recorded for further observation. The focus groups consisted of engineers from varying
stages in their academic career and with different levels of knowledge about the topic of
discussion. Once finished with the focus groups, the transcripts were reviewed to determine
patterns to be used for questions in the surveys.
Before collecting any information for this project, IRB approval was received to ensure
that the correct steps were taken to maintain the privacy of all participants, see Appendix A.

Survey instrument
The survey questions were put together and sent out to business majors and engineering
majors throughout the University of Akron. In total the survey was sent out to 4,042 students at
7

the university, 2405 of which were engineers and 1637 were business majors. Of these students,
451 started the survey and 19 opted out before answering questions. After cleaning the data set
there were a total of 392 completed surveys. The responses were submitted anonymously and put
into data files to be reviewed by the author. Statistical analyses were then run to determine
patterns and answers that provide insights for the future of marketing programs to students.

Sample
Our sample was drawn from the University of Akron College of Business and College of
Engineering. In total, there were 192 females and 171 males with 20 students that preferred not
to respond. Of those students, 179 were business majors and 204 were engineering majors. Based
on their year in school, there were 62 freshman, 102 sophomores, 137 Juniors, 42 seniors, and 7
students in their fifth year and up. (Table 2)
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Results
Insights from focus group
There were several unique insights gained from the focus groups, which aligned to a
point with findings from both Inks and Avila and Bahhouth, Karsaklian, and Spillan (2014). In
discussing current views of sales professionals, the overall view was negative. The groups
steered away from professional processes and criteria and focused on the poor interactions they
have previously had. As the discussion progressed into other areas, such as traits that make for a
good sales professional, answers became more positive. From the discussion it became evident
that there is an overall lack of interaction with sales professionals. However, the participants
seemed to understand the basis of the positive qualities necessary to be an effective professional.
Another very evident pattern that presented itself was lack of information about the
options available. When questioned about specifics regarding sales credentials available at the
university, there was little known by a majority of the participants. However, once informed on
the length of time necessary for programs and the benefits gained, there was a lot of interest.
Overall the groups agreed that the best time to be contacted would be early on in their academic
career, so they would have time to plan it out. Multiple participants seemed to have a level of
unrest about never having heard about the options and feeling that it was too late for them to add
a credential on.
The insights gained from the focus groups were used in conjunction with the research to
formulate the questions for the survey. One prevalent example of this includes the questions of
role models in students’ lives and current views on sales professionals. The use of these
questions was based on the findings in the secondary research and focus group conclusions.
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Insight from survey
The survey brought confirmation of various hypotheses to light, as well as new insights
that had not been previously discussed. One prevalent comparison is between type of students
and perception of salespeople. There is a significant difference between engineers and engineers
with sales credentials, and between sales majors and non-sales business majors.

Figure A – Difference in perception of salespeople by group
Apart from perceptions, personality traits also showed major trends based upon the
information gathered. Sales students and engineers with sales both showed significantly higher
scores in the extroversion trait than non-sales business majors and engineers. While discussing
the extroversion trait, it is important to note that while having a role model in engineering had no
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significant effect on extroversion (p=.432), the effect of a sales role model did (p=.000). Sales
students also showed a significant difference between all three others in the category of
agreeableness, while engineers with sales and non-sales business majors did not have significant
difference between each other.

Figure B – Difference in Agreeableness by group
Another insight that was gained based on the focus group was in regards to taking on a
credential as a GPA boost. Although 132 students responded very positively to picking up a
credential to boost their GPA, that is not reflected in the GPA data collected. The data shows
significantly lower mean GPA for engineering students with sales in comparison to regular
engineering students. It does not, however, show any significant difference between engineering
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students with sales and sales students or non-sales business students.

Figure C – Difference in average GPA by group
Another relevant finding from the survey is the effect of self-efficacy on likelihood to
undertake a sales credential. While it had a significant effect, it was a negative correlation. With
a p= .002 and correlation coefficient of -.158 the significance of the effect is quite prominent.
Competitiveness, on the contrary, had a largely positive significance on likelihood of adding a
credential. Along with this was a significant effect by expected wage on likelihood to add a
credential.

Figure D – Correlation between interest in taking a sales certificate and competitiveness, selfefficacy, and salary expectation
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Discussion of results
H1 suggested having a sales related role model would increase likelihood of taking on a
sales credential. Based on our ANOVA that was proven to be correct. There is a significant
correlation between sales role models and perception based on this. The results gathered about
type of students and their views of sales people show that those people with more positive views
of salespeople are more likely to have a sales credential. While it could be argued that those
students with positive views and sales credentials only have those positive views because of what
they have been taught further establishes the research by Bahhouth, Karsaklian, Spillan (2014). If
students did not have a positive of salespeople before they began learning and interacting with
them it would drive home the finding that negative associations with salespeople are due to that
lack of interaction. This is also directly aligned with H7 which stated that students with sales role
models will be more likely to add a sales credential.
H3 suggested that students with sales credentials would score higher in the extroversion
trait. Based on correlation tables, this is correct, as students with any sales had a higher mean
value in extroversion. This incidentally also confirmed H2a, which said that more introverted
students would be less likely to add a sales credential.
H2b which said students in non-sales business fields have a lower likelihood to pick up
sales credentials due to perceived ability, was disproven based on the findings of self-efficacy.
Perceiving oneself as having higher self-efficacy showed a negative correlation to likelihood of
adding a credential. This means that perceived ability for these students does not rule out their
desire to add a credential.
H4 stated that male students would be more likely to add a sales credential than female
students. When discussing gender and competitiveness, the data also lines up with our hypothesis
and the previous research. In the work by Buser, Niederle, Oosterbeek (2014), they showed that
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females tended to stray away from more competitive environments. The data lines up with this as
there is a p=.000 and a correlation coefficient of -.216. This shows that the females in surveyed
were also less likely to pursue a competitive path as opposed to one with less competition, which
confirmed our hypothesis that men would be more likely to pick up a sales certificate.
H5 suggested that students with higher self-efficacy would be more likely to add a
credential. The thought was that with higher self- efficacy students would be driven to improve
in any way to do their best in their field. With this in mind, it was assumed that those with higher
self-efficacy would pursue ways to improve their skills and earn what they see their value as.
According to the correlation table (Table 4), however, this is not the case. Self efficacy had a
significantly negative effect on likelihood of adding a credential. .
While these conclusions were more in line with the expected results, one area that was
different was in the GPA of students. While the expected highest group was engineers and that
stayed true, remaining significantly higher than all of the other groups, engineers with sales did
not have any significant difference between either of the business majors. Considering our
hypothesis that students would be likely to use this as a GPA boost is somewhat defunct, as the
results do not show a higher GPA for these students. There is a significant of
Another area that had different results than expected was in measuring self-efficacy and
its effect on decision to add a credential on. Our hypothesis was that the higher the self-efficacy,
the higher the likelihood off adding on, since people with high self-efficacy have a greater view
of what they can succeed. With this in mind it was assumed that those with higher self-efficacy
would pursue ways to show how confident they are in their ability and earn what they are worth.
According to the data, however, this is not the case. Self-efficacy had a significantly negative
effect on likelihood of adding a credential.
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Though self-efficacy did not perform as expected, competitiveness did. Having a
significant positive effect on likelihood to add a credential, it performed exactly as expected.
This helped to confirm the character traits that sales professions align with and show that
competitive people do tend to work in sales-oriented positions.

Conclusion
There are many avenues that could be chosen to try to market for programs. Based on
responses from surveys and focus groups, the best route to take is to introduce the idea early on
in students’ academic careers. Based on the total responses, only 16% of students think it would
be best to start an extra credential in the last two years in school. That leaves 84% of the
responses believing that the first three years would be best. It is unlikely, however, that a student
who has never heard of a program will hear about it once in their third year and decide to
undertake it. Making sure that students are aware of these opportunities with enough time to
make an informed decision is a key to raising participation.
While timing is important, so is the method of delivery. 89% of the responses came back
saying that presentations in their intro level classes would be an effective or very effective way
to reach them with information, with 44% very effective, making it the highest scoring in this
category. This is followed by Advisors with 78% effective or very effective. Emails, which
traditional are used by the University to convey information have 72% effective or very
effective, however only 24% of that comes from very effective. While this is still a better mode
of information transportation than tabling or word of mouth, the respondents show that it is not
the best way to be reached.
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Figure F – Perceived effectiveness of different means of communication about the sales
certificate

Moving forward, the recommendation based on this data is to start with a presenter in
intro level courses and follow that up with a discussion when the student meets with their
advisor. Based on the correlation between predicted salary and desire to add a credential,
focusing on the market growth and salary of engineers with sales would be the best approach to
take. Focusing on these areas will allow for greater outcomes and the possibility for further
research based on the results.
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Tables
Table 1 – Breakdown of majors and response rates
Population (N)

Sample (n)

Response rate

2405

204

8.5%

?

41

1637

179

9.8%

Sales majors

95

29

30.5%

Non business & nonengineers
Total

?

9

4042

392

Engineering Students
-

Engineers with sales
certificate
Business students
-

9.5%

Notes: The number of engineers taking sales certificates is unknown. Response rate for sales
majors and presumably the response rate for engineers with sales certificates is higher than the
response rate in the population. This is likely because the main advisor of the project
encouraged participation of sales students. Total response rate is calculated without including
the responses from non-business & non-engineering students.
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Table 2 – Demographics of respondents
Gender
Female
Male

192
171

Year
Freshman
Sophomore
Junior
Senior
Year 5+

63
102
137
42
7

Majors Business
Accounting
Finance
Economics
Marketing
Sales
Management
Supply Chain
Majors Engineering
Aerospace
Biomedical
Chemical
Civil
Computer
Corrosion
Electrical
Mechanical

42
27
7
51
17
16
19
6
39
29
34
13
6
20
57
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Table 3 – One-way ANOVA
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Table 4 – Correlation Table
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Appendices
Appendix A – IRB Approval
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Appendix B – Focus Group Script
Introduction:
Hello, my name is Joe Scott and I am a senior here at the University of Akron. I have asked that you all
come here to participate in this focus group as a part of my final honors project. In this project I am
looking to identify the factors that affect decision making as it applies to engineers’ decisions to take on a
sales credential on top of their normal major. Throughout this discussion I will be asking you questions
about your views and knowledge on the subject of sales. I ask that you give your honest opinion and
allow all participants to voice their opinions equally. I would like to start by having you all introduce
yourselves, and we will continue from there. Thank you all again for participating in this research project.
Focus Group Questions
1-To this point, what has your exposure to sales been like
2-What are your current views of sales professionals? What thoughts come to mind when discussing sales
professionals?
3-What have you heard from others about sales courses at Akron?
4-How much have you heard about sales for engineers?
5-What do you think the time commitment is like for a sales certificate? Do you think this is reasonable?
6- What is the biggest reason you joined engineering/sales?
7-Are there any traits you believe you have that make you better suited for engineering than sales/vic
versa? What traits do you think make people better suited for these positions?
8-What medium do you turn to, to hear about information from the college? Ex: email, brightspace, etc.
What other ways do you get your information?
9- When looking for a job what do you find to be the most difficult part?
10- How do you believe your major is helping you to prepare for the job search, and making sure you
have the right tools to succeed?
11-Where do you look when searching for a full time job?
12-What have you heard, if anything about the sales certificate for engineers at the University? Any
feedback from other students?
13- What drawbacks in our current sales program would you address if you could?
14-What are the most important features of a career to you? What does your dream career look like? Ex:
pay, environment, type of work, etc
15-At this point what factors are stopping you from picking up a sales certificate?
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Appendix C1 – Focus Group 1 Transcript
Joe: Hello, my name is Joe Scott and I am a senior here at the University of Akron. I have asked
you all to come here to participate in a focus group that is a part of my final honors project. In
this project I am looking to identify the factors that affect the decision-making steps that apply to
engineers when they decide to take on a sales major or sales certificate or why they don’t.
Throughout this discussion I will be asking you questions about your views and knowledge on
the subject of sales. I ask that you give your honest opinion and allow all participants to voice
their opinions equally. I would like to start by having you all introduce yourselves and we will
continue from there. Thank you all, again, for participating in this research project. Also like I
said we are being recorded. This is only for the use of the research project, so it’s not going to be
like out there blasted to the public with your name and everything. Your names are just on this
for the transcribing to be easier, so that we can identify who said what. Alright so if everyone
wants to go around and introduce themselves.
Henry: I mean, how much of an introduction do you want
Joe: Just your name and your major.
Henry: I’m Henry…
Joe: And year, sorry.
Henry: what?
Joe: year here like freshman, sophomore.
Henry: I’m a sophomore mechanical engineering major
Taha: I’m sorry, I’m Taha. I’m a mechanical engineer and I’m in my… I’m in my sophomore
year of
mechanical engineering.
Joe: Okay
Josh: I’m Josh. I’m a biomedical engineer and this is my third year.
Michael: I’m Michael Hinnebusch. I’m a sophomore for corrosion engineering.
Mike: I’m Mike. I’m an electronics engineering technology sophomore.
Joe: Alright. So, to start this off, like I said this is all going to be just about your views on sales
and things
of those nature(s). So, to this point, what is your expose to sales been like just in your everyday
life? Not
just in the college just like sales overall your life.
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Michael: Are we talking about people trying to sell stuff to us or…
Joe: Yeah
Michael: …. Or any experience of us trying to persuade someone to buy something.
Joe: Either if you’ve got it.
Henry: I’ve been approached a lot by spectrum salesmen at Walmart…
Josh: That’s true.

Henry: Asking if I paid the cable bill.
Josh: Only the cable bill though.
Michael: I also get a lot of ads for really expensive cars that I clearly cannot afford. It’s always
fun.
Josh: I’ve been approached by Vector a lot to try to get me to sell their knives.
Joe: Okay. So your expose has… Do you have like a positive or a negative view on sales at this
point?
Taha: It’s a positive.
Josh: I’d say it’s a mixed. I don’t need to be approached all the time, but I get they are doing
their jobs
so it’s kind of like… you know.
Henry: I’m not going to go out of my way to find a salesman to sell me something.
Joe: Yeah. Okay, Cool. What are your current views of sales professionals and what thoughts
come to
mind when discussing sales professionals?
Mike: They’re trying their best, but it gets old.
Henry: I feel like sales is… is someplace you just end up. I don’t think anybody that’s in sales
really wants
to be in sales.
Joe: Okay.
Henry: At least from the salesmen that I’ve encountered.
Josh: It’s a lot of talking, so you have to be a good speaker. Not my shtick.
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Michael: My ability to understand what they are saying to me, like if they have a really weird
thick
accent usually determines whether I’m going to be persuaded by their products or not. Like
really bad,
you know, stereotypically like can I say an Indian accent or whatever. I’m probably going to be a
bit
more pulled away because… I don’t know.
Joe: Okay.
Taha: Yeah I believe it’s a good profession
Joe: You say what?
Taha: It’s a good profession.
Joe: It’s a good profession, okay. Do you have any thoughts about the professionals themselves
or…?
Taha: Yeah like Michael said I agree with him.
Joe: Okay. What have you heard to this point about sales course at the University of Akron?
Have you
heard anything about them?
Henry: Next to nothing.
Josh: Only what you’ve told me because you’re a salesman.

Taha: Yeah.
Joe: Is that the consensus that no one0 has ever heard anything from sales?
Henry: I mean, I feel like generally engineers are kind of in like their own little bubble at the
school
that’s why they keep the art majors on the other side of campus.
Joe: Okay.
Michael: My buddy’s cousin is a… he’s a civil engineer but he is going to switch to sales.
Mike: I’m locked in Schrank south, so I don’t hear anything.
Joe: Cool. What kind of time commitment do you think that there would be to get a sales
certificate if
you have any idea about the sales certificate here?
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Mike: 12 credit hours.
Henry: I think you’re a little inside. I’m going to say like…
Joe: It’s not like a major or a minor, it’s just like a certificate to say that you’ve had some
training in
sales.
Josh: So, it’s definitely probably not even close to 2 years.
Mike: I just know the math certificate they offer is only 3 classes, so 12 hours.
Henry: I’d say like a year and a half maybe.
Taha: Yeah 2 years.
Josh: I’ll go a year.
Michael: Probably about, yeah, a year. Maybe half a year.
Joe: Do you guys think that’s reasonable? Or is that like with your engineering programs do you
think
that that’s a reasonable amount of time for people to try and get you to sign up for certificate or
do you
think that that’s too extensive?
Mike: Too extensive for me.
Henry: Yeah.
Josh: Well engineers are kind of loaded down with all that coursework.
Henry: It would definitely be an afterthought. There’s a lot more that you can do then pursuing
just a
straight up business or math majors instead.
Michael: It might be a fun elective to try out, but like maybe like a summer course or something.
Joe: Okay. So, what is the biggest reason that you all joined your engineering fields? Like was
there
anything in your life that made you think I really want to be a Biomedical Engineer?
Josh: I really like biology which is why I am technically a biomedical engineer possibly going
into medical
school afterwards. I also like math, so combining those two things you basically get biomedical
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engineering, which is what I’m good at. I have pressure from my mom she is a double major in
math and
physics, so I had to do something “engineery”.
Henry: I’ve always gravitated towards math and science just because it was easier for me than
writing.
Played with a lot of Legos and watched a lot of myth busters as a kid.
Michael: I come from a family of engineers, so it was kind of just something that was shown to
me or
whatever. Kind of like the family business in a sense except work for other people. In high
school I
enjoyed chemistry, so I felt I’d go towards the chemical route. Then I learned about corrosion
engineering during a tour that I took here so I decided to go to corrosion.
Mike: I’m competing with a doctor, I mean go big or go home.
Josh: Same 2 generations.
Joe: What made you want to go into engineering, Taha?
Taha: I really like mathematics so the course I took is engineering, but yeah.
Joe: Okay. What traits do you think make somebody better suited for engineering as opposed to
sales?
And then what makes somebody better suited for sales as opposed to engineering?
Mike: Sales you communicate a lot more with people directly. Engineers just kind of make it and
hand it
off to sales to sell it.
Josh: There’s a lot more public skill needed in sales than engineering.
Taha: Yeah more communication skills.
Michael: They definitely also work hand in hand because sales probably figures out what the
customer
wants along with, you know, trying to push the product and Engineers can help better form it
towards
the sales target or target product for the sales customer.
Joe: What medium do you turn to, to hear about information from the college? Like emails,
Brightspace
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etc.
Josh: Usually word of mouth. Basically people just tell me what’s happening and I’m like “oh
that sounds
cool, I’ll look into it or something like that”.
Henry: Yeah posters.
Taha: Flyers
Michael: Sometimes clubs or whatever can be a nice little way to check into it or get acclimated
in a
sense.
Joe: Alright. When looking for a job what do you find to be the most difficult part or like have
you looked
for internships or co-ops yet?
Henry: I went to a career fair. I didn’t know a whole lot of what I was doing and I don’t think my
resume
was really that impressive.
Joe: Gotcha.

Henry: I think like making yourself marketable is the hardest part and hooking first internship
because
everybody else that I talked to was pretty much like “Once you have work experience on your
resume
that makes you a lot more desirable” in terms of hire-ability.
Michael: For our career field, experience and kind of seek of education really helps form whether
you
get picked or not. Sophomore just getting out of calculus and differential equations and
thermodynamics is probably not going to be as pickable as maybe someone that as already done
some
co-ops and probably on more of their specialty classes.
Joe: Alright, how do you believe that your major is helping you to prepare for the job search and
making
sure that you have the right tools to succeed in this?
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Mike: Are classes teach all around in a sense, so we do a lot of like mechanical stuff and they
teach you
how not to just stab yourself pretty much.
Henry: I mean I’d say like with engineering specific courses you learn like engineering specific
skills but
all the information that you here about the industry itself and finding a job is offhand from the
professors rather than a part of the curriculum.
Michael: definitely at least so far from what I have noticed with corrosion engineering they have
kind of
been giving us a sample of working and stuff in like excel and doing labs, and research. So it
gets kind of
bits and pieces of the industry that whatever we like we can probably better advertise ourselves
in
career fairs.
Joe: Alright. If you were going to look for a full-time job would you know where to look and
where
would you look?
Josh: I think the first start has to be the career fair to get a co-op and then usually one you have a
co-op
and you are able to hold it down. They will usually offer you that full-time job. I think that’s the
best
way, at least here at the university.
Henry: There’s a lot of ways just like word of mouth too. I think most people that have at least
one
engineer in the family or know an engineer has a lot of connections already as far as like
different ‘ins’ to
different companies.
Michael: Also definitely depending on where you want to go, you could probably go on your
own and
look up the sites for companies you want to join. You could probably look up their career page to
see fi
they are hiring any co-ops or internships and start talking with them and get some advice to help
you
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out as well.
Joe: Alright. So what have you heard about the sales certificate for engineers? I know that I
asked you
about sales in general, you haven’t heard anything about the certificate?
Henry, Josh, Michael, Mike, and Taha: Nope
Joe: These ones aren’t super going to apply. What drawbacks in our sales program would you
address if
you could?
Mike: We don’t hear about it.
Josh: A group of people don’t know anything about it.

Joe: What are the most important features of a career to you and what does your ideal dream
career
look like to you? Like everyday activities of the career.
Henry: I’d say something hands on that I could stand to do everyday for the rest of my life until I
retire
and that also pays well in the process.
Michael: I definitely feel like I want to start off in designing some of the stuff and getting to
understand
how the industry works and help them improve their industry. Then after a while, switch to more
of a
business aspect and then kind of more supervisor roles or something. That’s probably the way I
want to
go.
Josh: I just want to help people in whatever way I can whether it’s making prosthetics or helping
in that
sort of realm or heading to medical school and being a doctor and helping in terms of like ER
work or
orthopedic surgery or something like that.
Mike: The people I guess. You got crappy people you work with; it’s going to make it a lot
worse.
Henry: That’s probably the smartest answer.
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Taha: I agree with Mike
Joe: Alright, so your dream job looks like people. At this point what factors you see stopping you
from
picking up a sales certificate that goes along with your major?
Mike: Not getting any more info after this.
Henry: Time investment would probably be… the timing factor.
Taha: Timing factor
Josh: The biggest factor is time investment. We’re probably bogged down in our own fields right
now.
Michael: I actually recently failed my calculus 3 class, so the course I need to take this semester I
have to
wait until probably next year. So I free credit space next semester to check it out.
Joe: Well that’s the end of our questions. Is there anything you guys want to know regarding
sales or the
sales certificate or anything along those lines?
Henry: How much time is actually needed for a sales certificate?
Joe: Ah ha bet you thought that was something I would know but off the top of my head I cannot
remember.
Taha: Is there a minor in sales?
Joe: There is we have certificates, minors, and majors. Certificates are not super time consuming,
which
I can send out information to you if you would like. I’m going to gather all of your emails at the
end of
this to send you the survey that this is go into making. So that will be able to give you more
information.
There will be links to the pages for certificates and majors and stuff. Anything else?
Michael: Do you enjoy sales.
Joe: Love it to death

Michael: That’s the important thing. If you don’t like it then why are you pitching it to us.
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Joe: Yeah, I love it. Like he said (Henry) it’s not necessarily where most people begin. I didn’t
begin here,
but way better than engineering was.
Everybody but Joe: (laughs at the ridiculous comment he made)
Josh: You’re funny
Joe: Alright cool, I’m going to see if he’s still recording
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Appendix C2 – Focus Group 2 Transcript
Joe: My name is Joe Scott and I am a senior here at the University of Akron. I have asked that you all
come here to participate in this focus group as a part of my final honors project. In this project, I am
looking to identify the factors that affect decision-making as it applies to engineers’ decisions to take on
the sales credential on top of their normal major. Throughout this discussion, I will be asking you about
your views and knowledge on the subject of sales. I ask that you give your honest opinion and allow all
participants to voice their opinions equally. I would like to start by having you all introduce yourselves
and we will continue from there. Thank you all again for participating in this research project. Also a little
disclaimer, like I said we are being recorded. There is a mic right there (points up) and we got two
cameras. Is everybody okay with that? I am not going to blast it out to the public, it is just used for this
project.
Matt: I’m Matt, I have been a chemical engineer for four years, that’s it.
Linus: Alright, I’m Linus and I’m an electrical engineer, junior.
TK: I’m a senior mechanical engineer technologist. Tyler Keith (TK) is the name.
Trayce: I’m Trayce, fourth year mechanical engineer.
Joe: Alright. Thank you all again for coming and we will just get right into this. So, to this point was has
your exposure to sales been like in your everyday lives? Good, bad, a lot of it?
Matt: I really hate them. When I go to Walmart and stuff, they are always talking to me and I try to
ignore them. My dad also yells at them when they try to sell him vacuums. Besides that, I don’t really
mind them that much. So, no I don’t really mind them that much.
Linus: They are just annoying. I don’t answer my phone anymore because of sales people
Joe: That’s valid.
Trayce: When I first met them before my major, I was annoyed by them. You always think about the
used-car salesmen trying to push the worst deal on you. So I guess before I found out about sales in my
classes, I was pretty negative towards the idea of it.
TK: My favorite sales experiences are the ones where I just put my stuff up there and buy and talk to
them the least.
Joe: Gotcha. Those seem like mostly negative overall views of sales people. That kind of also covered
two since you also talked about sales professionals. What have you heard from other students about sales
courses at the University of Akron if you’ve heard anything?
Matt: Oh, I can answer that one. Well you told me a lot…
Joe: Other than myself.
Matt: I can’t answer that one, Linus.
Linus: A lot of people that are in them seem to be okay with them as far as I can tell. And the ones that
are like “yeah go for the sales certificate”, are going for the sales certificate already. So, I don’t know.
Outside of people that are already taking them, I haven’t heard anything.
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TK: Can you repeat the question?
Joe: what have you heard from other about sales courses at Akron?
TK: Nothing
Trayce: Nothing
Joe: Alright, Have you (looking at Trayce) picked up the sales certificate?
Trayce: yeah, I started so early that I’m about to get my minor.
Joe: How much have you heard about sales for engineers?
Trayce: At Akron or in general?
Joe: At Akron or in general whichever you like.
Linus: It exists and co-ops want it.
Matt: I’ve barely heard of it.
Trayce: It’s one of the only schools I know that has sales program for engineers.
TK: I know that Long Johns (4:32?) wants you to work with sales, but I don’t know anything else.
Joe: And did you know that we have a sales certificate for engineers?
Matt: Now I do.
Joe: If you had to guess off the top of your head what do you think the time commitment for a sales
certificate would be? Like credit-wise.
Matt: 2 years. Just off the top of my head, I’m literally just guessing.
Linus: 15 credits.
TK: A full bachelor’s degree, no idea.
Trayce: I know the answer.
Joe: Do you think that would be reasonable to add to your curriculum?
Matt: No. On top of how many years I’m already taking.
TK: (to Matt) Just stay in college forever.
Linus: Sure
Joe: You think it’s a whole bachelor’s degree, do you think you could add it to your current degree?
TK: Am I wrong?
Joe: (to trayce) Do you think it’s reasonable? Obviously, you already picked it up.
Trayce: Yeah, I think it’s reasonable.
Joe: Alright, and what’s the biggest reason you decided to join engineering?
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Matt: The money. It paid the most when I searched what major paid the most beside nuclear engineering,
but chemical pays a lot. So, engineering is a good option.
Trayce: I’m good at math and science.
TK: I feel that.
Linus: My dad was in it.
TK: I actually took a course in high-school, did you know that there was a course offered in our high
school that for like project lead the way for engineering?
Joe: I did not.
TK: I took it and I liked it.
Joe: It’s too late now.
Matt: Go back at take it.
Trayce: I was pretty similar actually. There was one at my high school. The reason that I got into the
academy in high school was because I was good at math and science.
Joe: So you also had classes at your high school? (In referenc to North Ridgeville’s engineering class in
high school)
Trayce: *nods*
Joe: So you guys are just good at it and you did it a little bit and you just wanted the money?
Collective except Linus: Yes
Linus: Electron chainsaws
Joe: Electron chainsaws?
Linus: Electron chainsaws are the reason I joined electrical engineering.
Joe: I am going to ask you about that later. Are there any traits you believe that you have that make you
better suited to engineering as opposed to sales?
TK: I don’t know a goddamn thing about sales.
Matt: I can’t really sell something to somebody. “Oh, can I get 50% off” (someone asks matt). (Matt says
back to them) “that sounds reasonable, here you go”. I cannot barter.
Linus: I don’t like people. That doesn’t help.
TK: I like people, I just think I would be bad at it.
Trayce: I am not very helpful to you. I am probably more suited to sales than engineering. I am very
personable, people-oriented. I can just understand the technical side more than the average person.
Joe: That is okay. So, what do you think the traits are that best suit a sales person that you think that you
don’t have?
Linus: Friendly.
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Matt: Personable.
TK: A nice person.
(I cant distinguish what happens from 8:17-8:28)
Joe: So, to be a good sales person you think that you have to be friendly and personable?
TK: From the times that I remember about sales, is when they are being negative or pushy. So, if I’m
having a good time with a sales person, I’m not going to remember it because I expect that. I expect
someone to be nice because that’s their job
Linus: They have to sound like they are genuinely interested in what they are trying to sell and getting
what you need.
Trayce: Adaptable too because they have to be able to adapt to different people. Like, what I think a lot
of engineers are focused on is the way you do it and it is straight-forward. You have to be able to
understand different types of people and adapt to who you are talking to.
Joe: What medium to you turn to hear information from the college?
Matt and TK: Zipmail
Linus: Email.
Joe: Is there anything than just general emails?
Trayce: The home page
TK: Flyer for things that I don’t go to.
Joe: At least you know about them. And what do you think would be a good way to get information to
you? Like you said you all look at zipmail but do you look at it to see what it is or just to clear it out of
your email?
Linus: Yes
Matt: I look at the title of it.
Trayce: I look at the headline for engineering and then I’ll read it, but if it’s just like a generic title than I
won’t.
Matt: The best way, I would say is email honestly. As long as it is a good catchy title.
Joe: If you were looking for a job, what is the most difficult part about looking for a job?
TK: I think that because I am in a school of engineers, it is really hard outdo them because there is always
going to be a better engineer at the school of engineering.
Matt: Uniqueness, you got to find a unique niche for yourself.
Trayce: I don’t have that issue, if you guys didn’t notice. Mine is more of trying to find the company that
matches you like co-ops. You are usually with one co-op for so long that the co-op might offer you a job,
but I’m more4 concerned about did I pick the right co-op and now I’m stuck there for the next however
many years. The hardest thing is being content with what you end up with because it is a weird thing.
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Linus: (at the career fair) There are 300 companies here, what do I do with that? (rhetorical question)
Joe: So, when you’re looking for a job where would you be searching like job fair or through your coops?
Linus: Job fairs.
Trayce: Career fairs, linked-in, and Handshake. Its pretty good if you just type in keywords.
TK: I’m going to start doing linked-in. I just went to a career fair and I’m waiting for call backs on that.
I’m going to apply to places online. I’m trying to find someplace close that is like the most important
thing. I don’t really care what my first job is going to be as long as I get experience and then I can get
what I want.
Joe: Do you think that career fairs are an effective way because a lot of engineers that I talked to that was
their main way of getting information about jobs and seeing what companies are out there? Do you think
that’s an effective way to actually get to talk to them or is it kind of just out there?
TK: It seems like a mess, but I see improvements in it lately. I feel like it is less clustered. I saw for this
career fair had like little posters with the colors, so you know which ones you are looking for. Oh this
tag’s purple and I’m purple, I like that.
Trayce: I think career fairs are helpful. Especially when you apply online and they don’t know you and
just get a random resume. The recruiter helps with the person to person thing. I also said that I like talking
to people so I get excited for the career fair, but I know a lot of engineers that dread the career fair
because it is a lot of people in one area.
Linus: I’m better at random resumes. I made both of my jobs so far.
TK: There is something about being turned down in person that I don’t like. Like I’ll talk to a company
and they seem nice. I’ll talk to another company and there just like “No, we’re not looking for you” and
I’m like “Ok, cool, awesome.”
Linus: (continuing on where TK left off): I’ll just be over there.
TK: I’d rather get and email or something.
Trayce: See I’m the opposite, emails make me mad. Even worse is when they don’t say anything. Like
when you have the interview and you don’t hear from them ever again. It’s like you could have just said
no.
TK: You call them 3 times and then there like “well we turned you down”
Matt: I like them, I think they are fine. It was just a big clustered mess. I agree it has gotten better.
Joe: So, you feel like you are being paraded around to talk to a bunch of random people?
Matt: Yeah.
Joe: So with your majors, how do you believe your major is actually preparing you for the job search and
making you successful and giving you the right tools to succeed and get hired at the company that you
want?
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Trayce: My degree will have the right major on it. That’s all they are really looking for. I mean there are
some people that are more technical obviously. So, I’m not a technical person that is why I’m in sales so
my degree will say mechanical engineering. I took the classes, but I might not have the knowledge base
that someone else does. So, I guess the main thing is to get you in the door.
Linus: They cant really teach you everything you need to know for a given job so they are just teaching
you to learn things really quickly. I think electrical does that very well.
Trayce: Problem solving too.
Linus: How to do this without teaching it.
TK: I like my major because as you do things it’s like “oh this is actually helpful”. C&C machines,
programming, and all the mechanical classes I’ve taken. (examples of what was helpful, I assume.
Linus: That’s a thing you can do
Joe: I know that one of the things you guys were saying was hard with getting the job you want was
standing out because we are an engineering school; there are engineers everywhere. You are just finding
the next best engineer. Do you feel that your program is giving you the right tools to standout or at least
pointing you in the right direction if you wanted to do something else that you could go pursue something
to make you standout?
Linus: Oh yeah.
Trayce: The sales certificate alone. People see that on my resume and it is a turn on to see that you have
that experience and there is the polymer one for mechanical and there is another certificate for
mechanical. There are all the minors you can get like a business minor. There are a lot of different options
that make you not just another engineer.
TK: kind of questioning why my advisor hasn’t told me about any of this. I don’t like the clubs, I have
been to like 3 because everyone says you should get into a club helps your resume. I was in the robotics
club for 2 years and that was the one I kind of stuck to, but I have a problem with the club because it
seemed unorganized. It’s all student, all the students are in charge. It is pretty unorganized, like I walked
in there and ill be sitting there for like week to week and they don’t have anything for me. Well I could do
this, this, and this. They are like this guy is working on this, the other guy is working in this; you can go
over there and help them. When I go over there and help them, they don’t want help because they are
doing it.
Trayce: (to TK) Are you only doing the technical clubs?
TK: I did baha and I didn’t like. Then I went to robotics. I tried to do ballroom dancing and I did not like
that.
Trayce: I know companies like to see non-generic clubs on there as well. That would definitely make you
standout.
Linus: They do a lot of advertising for the clubs in the freshman tools classes. So, I think that is very
helpful for one seeking a variety of clubs.
TK: I didn’t have tools
Linus: Oh well that would do it. That explains one thing
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Joe: You think that is one of the things they put out most if you want to get more involved is to join one
of these clubs?
Linus: Yes, they paraded them in front of you and they are like “hey we do this stuff come join us, we are
cool, we’ll give you experience”.
Trayce: I had the same experience as TK, not really given anything.
Linus: But if you stay there long enough, usually they say “Hey you’re not busy have this thing it is
really easy and then you don’t know how to do it.
TK: You should have a communications major in the club even if it has nothing to do with it. Just to
organize it or something.
Joe: So, I know that you guys said that most of you hadn’t heard of the sales certificate. What have you
heard from other students about the sales certificate for engineers at the university? Have you heard like
good thing or bad things or anything?
Linus: Good for jobs. They want it, so you should probably do it even if you’re not really interested in
sales.
Matt: I heard it is relatively easy to get. It is definitely something worth looking into.
Trayce: Before I got it, I heard good things about it. Like I’m on the sales path, so I talked to a lot of
engineers that have already taken it and I heard nothing but good things. A couple extra classes, I enjoyed
the classes. I heard it was a nice break from the engineering classes which it legitimately is. I take 18
credits of engineering, a two-credit business class is like I can breathe.
Joe: And you hadn’t heard anything? (to TK)
TK: Didn’t even know it existed. Why didn’t you tell me Joe?
Joe: Moving on. What drawbacks in our current sales program would you address if you could form what
you’ve heard of it?
Trayce: Promotion. Clearly you (pointing to TK) haven’t heard about it. I think they are starting to
promote it more now. For sure when I first got here I almost dropped out of engineering because I don’t
like it. Then I found sales and I was like I wouldn’t want to do anything else. They should just promote it
in tools
Linus: That would make sense.
Trayce: Do you like people? Do you not want to be designing all day? There is another path for you.
TK: I think like getting the advisors to talk about it because you see them every semester. Like maybe
after the first year “Hey here are some things that you can do besides engineering.
Trayce: Because you think as an engineer, I will be sitting behind a desk all day doing autocat.
Linus: I should figure out who my advisor is.
Joe: What are the most important features of a career be to you and what would your dream job look like?
Linus: Has to be interesting.
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TK: We are going into real-estate, we are going to do it.
Matt: It has to be innovated in a way. I don’t want to be sitting there doing autocat and excel sheet. At the
same time, I don’t want to be in a lab every day. I want to do more stuff because I feel like that’s a lot of
wear on yourself. You have make a new design every day, it will become a lot. So, I’m trying to find a
mix between those two, but that’s really hard to find. Those ones are usually the ones that people snag up
quick.
TK: I’m going to work my butt off until I get money.
Linus: I want a sense of accomplishment if nothing else. That would be nice.
Joe: I mean that makes sense.
TK: We got to sell the houses dude. That’s sales. I’ll leave that up to you though because I didn’t get the
sales certificate.
Matt: You’re going to fail him, stop.
Joe: (to trayce): What does your dream career look like?
Trayce: Flexibility and doing something new every day. The co-op that I’m looking at is doing
something different every day. Doing sales and living somewhere else and having different options for
my hours. More flexibility and getting to talk to people every day.
Joe: So, you guys don’t want it to be a tiresome job?
Collective: Yes.
Joe: So at this point, what would be stopping you from picking up a sales certificate.
TK: Graduation
Matt: It might be too soon or too close to pick it up because it wasn’t really promoted enough to know it
would take this many credit hours to do. It would have been nice to do that earlier, so yeah I guess that
would be what stopped it.
Linus: Motivation. I’m not particularly interested.
TK: I’d be interested two years ago.
Matt: We get it.
Joe: That basically concludes the majority of the interview. I do have a couple of questions specifically
for you (Pointing at Trayce). So how did you initially hear of the sales certificate?
Trayce: I found about sales from a company called “Preferable Foods” when I went to go visit them and
they were explaining what sales is. When I came back to Akron I was looking more into it. I cant
remember if I was talking to somebody who told me about it. It was an outside company that I hear about
tech engineering sales and came back to Akron and tried to find it on my own. I didn’t really find out
from Akron about it. I do remember getting emails shortly after I figured it out on my own. They sent me
information about information sessions, and I do remember going to one of those.
Joe: What would you tell another engineer to get them to participate in the sales program?
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Trayce: It is something the companies are looking for it. Most engineers wind up in sales at some point
in their career, so it is good to have that on there. It also gives you an interest into the business side of
things. I didn’t think that I would like business. So, taking three classes about business; I learned that I
don’t actually mind it and it is kind of interesting. So, if anything it is like 3 electives (9 credits) to figure
out if you like business and it looks good on your resume and your degree. There really is no reason not
to, is the main reason to do it.
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Appendix D – Survey Instrument

Engineering Sales survey
Start of Block: IRB BLOCK

Q1
Thank you for your interest in helping with this approximately 7 minute short survey. This study is
approved by the University of Akron IRB under protocol #20190302. Your responses will be kept
completely anonymous.
The survey deals with questions about a professional certificate that undergraduate students can
earn. Even if you are not interested in such an extra certificate, we are very interested in your
opinion.
If you have any concerns about this study, feel free to contact the principal student investigator Joe Scott
(jis11@zips.uakron.edu), or the University of Akron Internal Review Board at 330-972-8311.
Do you want to participate?

o Yes (1)
o No (2)
Q31 Browser Meta Info
Browser (1)
Version (2)
Operating System (3)
Screen Resolution (4)
Flash Version (5)
Java Support (6)
User Agent (7)

End of Block: IRB BLOCK
Start of Block: Block 1
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Q2 What is your primary area of study?
▼ Business (1) ... Other (3)

Display This Question:
If What is your primary area of study? = Business

Q3 What is your primary major area of study?
▼ Accounting (1) ... Supply chain (7)

Display This Question:
If What is your primary area of study? = Engineering

Q4 What is your primary major area of study?
▼ Biomedical Engineering (1) ... Mechanical Engineering (4)

Q5 How well has your primary major prepared you on the following aspects
Not at all (1)
Core theory (1)

Interpersonal skills (2)
Connecting with
companies (3)
Prepared me for the job
market (4)

o
o
o
o

Somewhat (2)

o
o
o
o

Very well (3)

o
o
o
o
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Display This Question:
If What is your primary area of study? = Engineering

Q33 Do you expect to work in a pure Engineering position after graduation?

o Definitely yes (1)
o Probably yes (2)
o Might or might not (3)
o Probably not (4)
o Definitely not (5)
Q7 Do you expect to work in a pure Sales position after graduation?

o Definitely yes (1)
o Probably yes (2)
o Might or might not (3)
o Probably not (4)
o Definitely not (5)
Display This Question:
If What is your primary area of study? = Engineering
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Q8 Do you expect to work in a blended position that requires both Engineering and Sales skills after
graduation?

o Definitely yes (1)
o Probably yes (2)
o Might or might not (3)
o Probably not (4)
o Definitely not (5)
Display This Question:
If What is your primary area of study? = Business
And What is your primary major area of study? != Sales

Q9 Do you expect to work in a blended position that requires both
${Q3/ChoiceGroup/SelectedChoices} and Sales skills after graduation?

o Definitely yes (1)
o Probably yes (2)
o Might or might not (3)
o Probably not (4)
o Definitely not (5)
Display This Question:
If What is your primary area of study? = Business
And What is your primary major area of study? = Sales
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Q10 Do you expect to work in a blended position that requires a specific business skill (e.g. marketing,
finance, accounting) as well as Sales skills after graduation?

o Definitely yes (1)
o Probably yes (2)
o Might or might not (3)
o Probably not (4)
o Definitely not (5)
Page Break
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Display This Question:
If What is your primary area of study? = Engineering

Q11 Have you heard about the Professional Selling for Engineering Majors Certificate at the University
of Akron?

o Yes, I've heard of it, but I am not interested in it (1)
o Yes, in fact, I am (planning on) getting that certificate (2)
o No, but I would be interested in it (3)
o No, and I would not be interested in it (4)
Display This Question:
If What is your primary area of study? = Business

Q12 Have you heard about the Certificate in Professional Selling at the University of Akron?

o Yes, I've heard of it, but I am not interested in it (28)
o Yes, in fact, I am (planning on) getting that certificate (29)
o No, but I would be interested in it (30)
o No, and I would not be interested in it (31)
Display This Question:
If Have you heard about the Certificate in Professional Selling at the University of Akron? = Yes, I've heard of
it, but <u>I am not</u> interested in it
Or Have you heard about the Certificate in Professional Selling at the University of Akron? = No, and I
<u>would not be</u> interested in it
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Q13 What factors are stopping you for adding a sales certificate or other credential to your major?
Strongly
agree (1)

Lack of
interest (1)
Time (2)
Difficulty
(3)
Costs (4)
No benefit
for me (5)

o
o
o
o
o

Agree (2)

o
o
o
o
o

Somewhat
agree (3)

o
o
o
o
o

Neither
agree nor
disagree
(4)

o
o
o
o
o

Somewhat
disagree (5)

o
o
o
o
o

Disagree
(6)

Strongly
disagree
(7)

o
o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o
o

Page Break
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Q14 How well do the following statements describe you?
Describes me
very well (1)

Describes me
well (2)

Neutral (3)

Does not
describe me (4)

Does not
describe me at
all (5)

I enjoy working
in situations
involving
competition
with others. (1)

o

o

o

o

o

I feel that
winning is
important in
both work and
games. (2)

o

o

o

o

o

I try harder
when I am in
competition
with other
people. (3)

o

o

o

o

o

Being #1 is
important to me.
(4)

o

o

o

o

o

I feel I am very
academically
capable. (5)

o

o

o

o

o

Page Break
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Q15 How many credit hours do you think a Professional Selling certificate requires?

o 3 credit hours (1)
o 6 credit hours (2)
o 9 credit hours (3)
o 12 credit hours (4)
o 15 credit hours (5)
o 18 credit hours (6)
o 21 credit hours (7)
Page Break
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End of Block: Block 1
Start of Block: Block 2

Q16 It turns out you can complete a Professional Selling Certificate in a minimum of 12 credit
hours. Given that information, would you be interested in adding such a certificate to your major?

o Definitely yes (1)
o Probably yes (2)
o Might or might not (3)
o Probably not (4)
o Definitely not (5)
Q17 Would a specific scholarship likely change your interest in a Professional Selling Certificate?

o No, regardless of any scholarship, I am not interested (1)
o Even without a scholarship, I am already interested (2)
o Yes, but only a $500 or more scholarship would influence my decision making (3)
o Yes, but only a $750 or more scholarship would influence my decision making (4)
o Yes, but only a $1,000 or more scholarship would influence my decision making (5)
o Yes, but only a $1,500 or more scholarship would influence my decision making (6)
o Yes, but only a $2,000 or more scholarship would influence my decision making (7)
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Q18 What benefits do you think sales classes could offer you?
Not a benefit for me at all
(1)
Break from coursework
(1)
Meet new people (2)
Differentiation in job
market (3)
Pay difference in career
(4)
GPA boost (5)

Improving soft skills (6)

o
o
o
o
o
o

Somewhat of a benefit for
me (2)

o
o
o
o
o
o

Substantial benefit for me
(3)

o
o
o
o
o
o
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Q34 Assume that you are interested in taking a specific certificate on top of your major, at what point in
your academic career would you be most interested in starting that?
Freshman Sophomore Junior

0

1

2

Senior

3

4

Year 5
and
beyond
5

Best time to start a certificate ()
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Q19 What do you realistically expect to earn in your first position directly after graduating (total
compensation, i.e. salary plus everything else)?

o Less than $40,000 (1)
o Between $40,001-$50,000 (2)
o Between $50,001-$60,000 (3)
o Between $60,001-$70,000 (4)
o Between $70,001-$80,000 (5)
o Between $80,001-$90,000 (6)
o More than $90,001 (7)
o I have no idea (8)
Q20 What would be the most efficient way for you to learn about a sales certificate program at The
University of Akron?
Very ineffective (1)

Email (1)

Flyers (2)
Presentations in
intro classes (3)
Tabling (4)

Word of mouth (5)
Academic advisors
(6)

o
o
o
o
o
o

somewhat
ineffective (2)

o
o
o
o
o
o

somewhat effective
(3)

o
o
o
o
o
o

very effective (4)

o
o
o
o
o
o
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Q21 Do you have any immediate role-models (e.g. parent, close friend, other close relative) who is a:

Sales person (1)

Engineer (2)

Marketeer (3)

Finance professional (4)

Accountant (5)

Economist (6)

Yes (1)

No (2)

o
o
o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o
o
o
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Q22
How well do the following statements describe your personality?
I see myself as someone who...
Strongly
disagree (1)
is reserved (1)
is generally
trusting (2)
tends to be lazy
(3)
is relaxed,
handles stress
well (4)
has few artistic
interests (5)
is outgoing,
sociable (6)
tends to find
fault with others
(7)
does a thorough
job (8)
gets nervous
easily (9)
has an active
imagination (10)

Somewhat
disagree (2)

Neither agree
nor disagree (3)

Somewhat agree
(4)

Strongly agree
(5)

o
o
o

o
o
o

o
o
o

o
o
o

o
o
o

o

o

o

o

o

o
o

o
o

o
o

o
o

o
o

o

o

o

o

o

o
o
o

o
o
o

o
o
o

o
o
o

o
o
o
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Q32
How well do the following statements describe your personality?
Strongly
disagree (1)

Somewhat
disagree (2)

Neither agree
nor disagree (3)

Somewhat agree
(4)

Strongly agree
(5)

I feel I have the
capability to
succeed
academically.
(1)

o

o

o

o

o

I am highly
confident in my
academic
ability. (2)

o

o

o

o

o

It is important to
me to perform
better than
others on a task.
(3)

o

o

o

o

o

I respect
salespeople (4)

o

o

o

o

o

I perceive
salespeople
favorably (5)

o

o

o

o

o

I admire
salespeople (6)

o

o

o

o

o

Q23 What best desribes your gender?

o Male (1)
o Female (2)
o Other (3)
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Q24 What best describes your academic progress?

o Freshman (1)
o Sophomore (2)
o Junior (3)
o Senior (4)
Q25 What is your GPA at Akron?
________________________________________________________________
Q26 What was your ACT score?
_______________________________________________________________
Q27
As promised, this survey is completely anonymous. However, if you have become interested in a Sales
Certificate and want to receive additional information, feel free to provide your email
address. Alternatively, you could also send an email to beuk@uakron.edu for more information.
________________________________________________________________
End of Block: Block 2
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